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PREFACE 

, 
The purpose of this paper is liberation - liberation into new areas 

of inquir,r and endeavor. Any presentation in an academic community must 

be geared to liberation. Scholarship should be mo:re than-intellectual 

gymnastics. I£ the scholar is one who is concerned with the real and 

the true., then he must open new windows to the worlds of truth and reality 

and so spark the imagination and the creativity o£ his1isteners to the 

point where the idea is so stimulating that people will want to d.o some

thing about it. 

This paper is dedicated to the black mother in America, unschooled, 

for the most part, but not unlearned; well-versed in Christian nurture; 

and to the black preacher in America; unschooled for the most part but 

not unlearned; weal-versed in the essence of God's revelation; and finally 

to the faculty of New Xork Theological Seminary, who more than any other 

group of I>eople ·ha've redeemed· a black brother Is fatth ·in the American 
''· 

dream and the unl:lmited possibilities of Go d.'s action in man's. world. 

-b.m. 

441 
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Hermeneutics and Its Relation to Impartine; the Word to People of tho 
Black Experience in America 

. Next to that of the "historical Jesus", the most consistently discussed. 
problem in rrotestant theology in past years has been the problem of · 
hermeneutics. 

Rene I'1arle in the Preface of an Intro
duction to Hermeneutics 

Hermes was the divine messenger who announced, made known, and understood 
the thought of the gods. (He was also the god of cunning and trickery, and 
of theft; ••• ). To Hermes was attributed the invention of those thine-s which 
serve to communicate, especially language and writing. 

Page 12, Introduction to Hermeneutics 

The Task 

The length of this paper demands that we speak directly and succintly 

to the subject before us. And if we are not able to achieve this task in 

twelve or so doubled-space pages, then we pledge ourselves to writing 

another paper at some future date. 

What we must attempt to do here is to take a brief look at the area 

of hermeneutics and relate it to imparting the Word of God to people of 

the black experience in America. In the process, there are a few basic 

assumptioms: (1) Hermeneutics, the area of study which deals with the 

"principles of interpretation and of thinking thru the problem of how to 

understand the phenomenom ?i' the past" has significance to imparting the 

Word of God to people of the black experience in America. (2) The black 

exper~ence in America has significance for the study of hermeneutics, and 

(') Imparting the Word to black people in America is the connerstone of 

their Christian education. 

The Classical Background 

What is hermeneutics? The word comes from a Greek word "hermeneuein" 

~eaning "translation" or "interpretation" • The wo·rd is derived from the 
. ' 

name of the Greek god, Hermes. 
f ' 

Sometimes '1~ use the word synonymousl7 

with the word "exegesis" which has to do with the meanine of a particular 

text. But hermeneutics has come to appl7 more to the study of laws and 

principles of interpretation in general. Some or the rules that have been 
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common to interpreters are: (1) the methods of investie;a tion used. in the 

study of biblical literature are not different from those applied to other 

kinds of literature: (2) the'biblical books are historically conditioned; 

a fact that calls for knowledge of historical backc-round on the part of 

the interpreter. (3) due consideration must be given to the literary form 

of a document.·(4) the goal sought~ the meaning intended by the oricinal 

· •author. (5) an author should be interpreted in terms of consistency. of 

meaning. (6) words usod,by an author should be interpreted in terms of 

· their meaning for that period of history. (7) matters of authorship, date 

of writing,and to whom the document was written, all have their bearing om 

the interpretation of a document. (1) 

Hermeneutics concerns itself with the doctrine of interpretation; 

not the method as such, but methodology. 

In recent years there has emerged a renewed interest in hermeneutics. 

Philosophers of history such as R.G. aollingwood (11B89 )-(1943) and \.f!lhelm 

Dilthe;yt (1833-1911), have greatly influenced biblical interpretation. The 

conclusion of Collingwood is that "the historian has access to the pa~t only 

by way: of its· present existence in himself and his contemporaries". (2) 

Dilthey saw a new approach to history by which the inner reality of men's 

• lives where htstory is made would be disclosed. In connection with this 

line o£ thinking, many questions have been raised: Are not all historical 

events embedded within a compl~x historical setting? Is an historical event 

purely objective? What is the relation between the subject under investi

gation·and the interpreter? Can the past really be transported into the 

present? What is the relationship of meani~g to a historical event? The 

question seems to be how to~relate biblica.i·proclamation to each succeeding 

age and how to close the gap between ancient mythological world-view and . 

that o.r the modern world. (}) This is a. problem of communication and it is 

asking ~ow do we creatively and honestly- bridge the gap between the ancient 
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and the modern. 

For the biblical historian, the study of hermeneutics prenupposcs a 

source, the Word of God as recorded in the Old Testament and the r·lovr rL'r::;sta-

ment; ann the Word of God presupposes revelation. The basic source is f;.ocl 

as revealed in scriptures. 

'!!"'or the early Christian church, the Bible was the Greek version of the 

Old/Testament known as the Septuagint. Legend has it that it was trans-
.. , 

lated by seventy.-two Heb)\ew scholars whose results were completely in 

agreement. The translatlpnt like the original Hebrew text, was regarded 
\ 

as verbally inspired by God. It. was not until the second centu:ry that the 
I 

Greek New Testament came to possess status equivalent to that of the Septua-

cint. Ho.wever, the ideas of the Old Testament, though expressed. in Greek, 

were not entirely in harmon~ with those of the New Testament or of early 

theology. 

The experience of the children of Israel in the distant past, in 
nomadic or agricultural cultures, was different from the experience 
of Christians in the crowded , half-hellenized cities of the Roman 
Empire. The Christian, striving to express meaning of his faith, mie:;·ht 
have abandoned the Old Testament ••• had it not possessed a boundless 
veneration for the mysterinus wisdom of the past, as well as methods of 
reinterpreting that wisdom and of ma~ing it comprehensible for his own 
times. (4) 

In this achievement by·the early church, the hermeneutical task of 

bridging the gap between ancient and the more modern has been accomplished. 

We had two historical situations, one ancient and one modern, and the 

revelation of God was inherent in both. However, it remained the task of the 

more modern situation to bring forth men who could properly interpret the 

revelation of God that preceeded them. 
f { 

· What were the roots and character of ~e methods of inter:preta'tion that 

run thru ancient and the more modern historical situation? Some of the 

methods of interpretation were traditional in the Judaism out of which 

Christianity arose; others ·were gifts of, the Hellenistic schools; anc1 others 
' 

were standards of interpretation developed within the church itself. 
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The reinterpretation of cardinal events of religious history can be 

traced within the Old Testament. "Along with a progressive revelation went 

a progressive interpretation, especially in the writings of the prophets. 

In turn, the prophets were reinterpreted in the works of the apocalyptic 

writers of Judaism. The Bible of the earliest church was not the Old 

Testament as we view iJ;. in .the lie,ht of historical research, but the 01(1 

•• . Testament explained bybapocalyptic interpretation. (5) The early Chrint.ians 

cUd not understand the .Bible from the texts alone, but from the mass of 

legends and lee,al decisions which had gathered about it in the previous two 

or three centuries • Und.er the head.ing "Haggada" was classified all the 

nonlegal interpreatations of Scriptures. (6) Under the heading "Ralakah" 

were interpretations by \vhich the Scriptures could be made to govern every 

detail .of Jewish civil and religious life. (7) Both types of exegegis are 

·found in the early church. Both are based on the literal meaning of ~ text, 

usually taken.out of con~ext, but neyer contradicted. Forin Jewish eyes the 

whole Bible was verbally inspired by God. There could be no question 

of contradiction or error. However, Jews who lived outsi<1.e Palestine had 

a tendency to make the Bible say v1hat their neighbors:. saidii1 They' relied on 

Greek philosop~y and wanted to enjoy a synthesis between philosophy and 

religion. In Hellenistic Alexandria, the modernist of ancient Judaism, 
' / 

Philo, and. other intel~ee'tualll~aders of the day, interpreted the Old 

'Pestament allegbricallt. The ~llegorical me*hod probably owes its existence 

to Greek philosophy:. It has very little rational justification, but it was 

highly popular in antiquity and was the first line of defense for the Old 

Testament within Christian! ty and Judaism. , , 
' ' 

Within the framework of such a short paper, why have we taken time to 

devote the foregoing paragraph to a look a* 1 the influence of Judaism and 

Greek thinking on interpretation? Simply because such,informaltion points 

to a"problem that oonfroalbsus in all ages, namel7, what to the times demand 
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by way of interpretation? How are men viewing the Bible? \/hat are the 

thoughts about revelation? Are there unique psychological and historical 

problems for those.who have the responsibility for interpretation? Ho 

hermeneutical task c·an be separated from these basic questions. 

Although we cannot catalogue the history of interpretation in such 

short space of time we oan raise this question: In the light of their views 

about revelation, the Bible and the historical situation, how do you account 

for the biblical interpre~ations of Jesus, the early church fathers, the 

school of Alexandria, r1the literal, grammatical school of ~'"ntioch, .Jerome 

and Augustine, the exegetes of the Middle Ages who were highly inf~uenced 

by t~regory and Bede, the development of allegory, a more historical exeGesis, 

tension between history and allegory, the Age of Scholasticism; the Re-

formation interpreters suchas f'lartin Luther and John calvin; and finally, 

the modern period which gave rise to biblical criticism (1650-1800), 

literary and historical achievements (1800-1925), and the biblical execeis 

of the mid-century (1925;..1950 )? To ans;.rer this compound question vrould take 

many pages in many books. ··But this is preOisely why we ask such a. questionf; 

~\~ pointSout the complexity of the material with which we are dealing. 

If we had to address ourselves to one of the above periods for a 

clearer view of hermeneutics it would be the modern period, 1650 to the 

present. J.D. Smart in his Interpretation of Scriptures states, "The · 

great and abiding achievement of historical scholarship has been to dis-
. ~ 

cover and establish the human character of Scriptures. (8) In this state-

ment there is no mention of the scholar dealing with supra-historical 

aspects of history nor the divine oharacter,of the Scriptures. This is 
,. ' 

notwhat the historical scholar was after. ~~he modern approach was a 

historioal-critioal.one, assuming that hermeneutical principles remain 

· constant in both protane or biblical texts. A statement from a paper 

by Erioh Dinkler points up the problem: 
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At the beginning of our century it was commonly agreed that bot:h the 
biblical and non-biblical texts are basically sources, that therofore 1 

in his studies and interpretation the stufl ent of the Bible muct dis
miss the fact that the 'Bible is canonical li t.crature of the church. 
A student of the Bible mustruse the historical-critical approach, so 
as to make use ·of the philological, historical and psychological 
material. There is no such thing a.s a theoloc;ica1 m:xeccnis. 
is exclusively a historical-critical exccesis •••• 1~e coal is there
construction of the aee out of which the texts came ancl to und 
them in the same way ancl horizon as they were unrlerstood by the 
authors and readers of the past •••• It is without any interest in 
what these texts may mean for us today, whether and where they may 

_ have sienificance for our present situation •••• In other words: the 
question of actual truth contained in Biblical texts was dismissed 
and purposely subdued by the historical-critical exegesis. (9) 

This very succint summary of the historical-critical approach raises 

basic and serious assumptions: 

1. These exegetes ancl historians did not have their own intereAt in 

~he deeper truth contained in the facts; they were neutral observors 

of the material they studied. 

2. They were entirely right demanding one method, the historical

critical, for all kinds of sources, whether religious or profane, 

whether Christian or non-Christian. 

.3• The historical exegete dismisses hypothetically the nature of our 

text as canon of the Church. 

4• There is a two-fold meaning of the Bible: the one is historical-

critical without theological meaning, the other is theologically 

important without basis in the historical situation and its facts. 

There is a need to speak hriefly to each of these assumptions. 

Number One: The final goal of the Old Testament scholar t.,ras to t.,rri te a 
history of Israelite and Jewish relieion. In New Testament 
research the supreme achievement \-las to des-cribe the variety 
of religious phenomena in the primitive church within the con
text of the religious beliefs and practices of the surrounding 
world. The biblical scholar cop,nted himself a historian of 
religion and not a theologian. Karl Barth, the most prominent 
anti-historical-critical method fieure, who disregarded all 
historical conditioning of the Bible as written by human beings, 
believed that the records of Scripture are more than merely 
records of Israelite, Jewish and Christian religions enablincr 
us to reconstruct the religious life of these people during 
certain .decisive periods in their history and that in the r8cerds 
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there is a deposit of a unique and final revelation· of Gor1. tl1ru 
,.,rhich alone God can r:i.ghtly be kno'm and served today. If l'lar·t;h 1 s 
position is t~te, then the biblical scholar can nb longer limit 
himself to historical description but has also to do the of 
a theologian, interpreting the contents of the documents that 
he investigates. (10) 

In other words, the very nature of the material would rule out conplete 

individual objectivity, In addition to this, we are reminded by Dr. W.A. 

Inrin, a former president of the Society of Biblical Literature and 1~!xegesis, 

that UAll history writing is filtered through the prejudices and purposes of 

the historian •••• f':very scholar has presuppositions or a bias. 11 (11) 

Number.Two: All that is true for interpretation of historical sources in 
general is also true for the interpretation of biblical texts 

- and therefore required. \ve do not have the pr:t vi lege of us 
o~ demanding a special theological or Christian method; nor 
does there exist a "Christian" method. The· method a Chr:i.st1<m 
scholar is using is the one historical method which was handed 
down to us since the Greeks established it, only lhcreanc1 there 
more defined. 'l'he biblical exeeete is nothing else than a 
historian specialized in his historical field, Hhich is defined 
by the books of our Eible •••• To dismiss these principles- as 
Karl Earth did ••• and quite a few modern allee;orists and typolo
gists, too - would be irresponsible towards the demands of 
sincerety. (12) 

Number Threes " ••• the canon is the church's way of pointing to the sacred 
writings in which it has heared the voice of God and marking 
them off from all other writings, religious and secular alike, 
as the ones that are uniquely the means of God's self-reYelation ••• 
A writing, therefore, would have to establish its o'm canonic! ty 
by the nature of its content, and its recognition by the con~ 
gregation was an act of witness in which it embraced the 
writing as necessary to·nits life as the people of God •••• " (13) 

Number Four: The exegetes of the "religiongeschichliche school" ••• often 
claimed that only one who is working without theological in
j'erest, who is interpreting the biblical texts as if he 1-.rere 
an atheist, can lay bare the facts in a historical and critical 
manner •••• vle must say here the very question and intention of 
the text is not taken up by the olclee method. The historian's 
question: how did it happen, what are the facts? \'las not 
corrected by the question the texts themselves were raising • 
Namely the question: how do you, decide with regard to .Jesus 
Christ, the proclaimed Son of God? How do you und.erstand your 
otm life before God and in mid:st of this world after havinc 
encountered the risen Christ, the living Lord of the Gospel? (14) 

Historical and theological interpretation must be inseparable, 
each dependent upon the other. The dependence of the theolo.:;ical 
upon the hi,storical is easiest to recognize." However, "tho 
discernment or the theological sifnif'icance of a text may throw 

/ / 
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important netv light upon the historical and li tcrn.ry prc>blcm. 
An illustration of this may be found in the oxcccsis of Lc£d.ah 
40 to 66. Until recently Old Testament schola.rG h:.vl 1:i.ttlc or 
no appreciation of the intense eschatoloeical expectation of 
Second. Isaiah ••• this was formerly dismissed as merely 8. pocUc 
way of announcing the return of a number of Jewish cxilco from 
Babylon to Jerusalem. :But now we see hO\•T eaf_','erly he avraitcfl \:od.' n 
coming •••• (15) 

There are two ~roblems that confront the biblical scholar: (1) 

blind-alley situation into which .the historical-critical exegesis leads.~~~ 
~'-and (2) the biblical scholar reading into the sources his theolocical 

confess!onalism or denominational dogmatism and thus forcing answers to 

support his presupposed viewpoint. We must recoenize " ••• the true scholar 

must be ready: to correct or even reject his preliminary knowledge •••• no 

hermeneutical principle can transform a poor historian into a good one as 

long as he is not open to self-corrections. Eisegesis instead of exegesis 

is not a specific theological or Christian disease.'' (16) 

II 

What bearing has the hermeneutical. task as presented by the modernist 

had on Christian educators in general? Before we examine this relationship 

we should understand that hermeneutics is a wol;'d that may b1w:ell on its vray 

to replacing the word ~revelation'' as a key concern in contemporary theology. 

lrfith this in mind we can say that Christian educators have taken quito 

seriously the theological renascence that was herzlded in by the "rediscovery" 

of the doctrine of revelation and of the centrality of the Bible to the life 

of faith. '.!.'he publication of Jtarl Bafth 'o .Qommentag on Romans_ in 1918 may 

be oingled out as a major event in this rediscovery. There has been much 

debate as to what occasioned this approach: perhaps a world at war, when a 

"liberal theology had almost run its coursE! /and was unable to meet the needs 
F, 

of disillusioned men." (17) But the factors are certaihly more complexed. 

What is significant here is that once again Christians were reminded of the 
. K 

uniqueness ot their faith rtas. being called forth by a sovereign God •••• (18) 
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The idea of revelation had declined in the wake of higher criticism of 

the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. christianity, as a religion 

among religions, cottld be understood by the tools of human reason.. This 

was the era that gave rise to modern religious education. 

However, when the word "revelation reappeared in the theoloe;ical 

vocabulary, it had a different meaning. The doctrine of revelation is in-

extr~cably lin~ed with the understanding of the Bible and its interpretation, 

and it has assumed a dominant role in the system of major theoloeians suchas 

Barth, •rillich, and Bultmann. }1uch of the theological activity up thru the 

mid-twen~ieth century can be interpreted £rom the point of view of the concept 

of revelation. 

In 1940, Harrison Elliott raised the question, *Cal} R2,_li:~ious EducatiQJl 

12.£.. Christian?_. What he was asking is this:· "If the church seeks to transmit 

a predetermined body of content, can this rightly be called education? Does 

not the word "education" by definition imply change, openness to new truth, 

growth?" (19) Lewis ,J• Sherril answered for many Christian educators in 

his book, The Gift of Power when he said that the fact of revelation is 

determinative not only for Christian education but £or all the work of the 

church. 

· James Barr succintly summarizes the feelings of Christian eaucators 

in the 1950's and 1960's in this passage: 

N'o sinLrle principle is more powerful in the handling of the Bible today 
than the belief that history is the channel of divine revelation. Thus 
the formula "revelation through history" is taken to represent the 
center of biblical thinking, and interpretation of any biblical passage 
must be related to this historical revelation. (20) 

Revelation is the main link between tqe, Old Testament and the Hew 
. I. 

Testament and it clearly marks biblical faith off from other religions. 

Revelation is dynamic, not statict and it is the activity of God who dis-

closes himsel£ to hls peopl~ thru historical events. Biblical history is 

a. revelatory menium as well as an area of anal;ttca.l investigation and 
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accumulation of kno,.,rledge about Judea-Christian tra<'li tirm. niblical ::1clwlars 

and theolor:;ians lent themselves to this medium and opposinc; vim·rs \•i' rc; 

sharply d~"fferenti~ted. A polarization occurred: funclamcntalimn nt one oml, 

liberalism at the other. The rise of fundamentalism in 1908 \·lith the series 

:£_11,e Fundame~al_!, was a. rejection of liberalism. Fundamentalism was a "Bible

centered" movement preserving much of the emphasis of the earlier Sum:lay 

School movement in England.{~/) 
',/hat d.ifference did the view of the Bible and of revelation make in 

the educator's task? Sara Little puts it this way: 

For one thing-, the educator has provided for him a structure for tho 
biblical subject matter to be taught -a story of clrama ••• linking the 
Testaments together and providing a framework for interpretation of 
particular parts. He has a perspective - that of movinrr thru facts and 
events to message, meaning, g-ospel, kerygma, to that which is of 
"ultimate sign.t:ficance. He has an objective - though a better vrord is 

hope-tha§ in the movement thru and behind the words of the Tiibl,e, the 
student mieht be confronted by the Word, and supported by the community 
of God's people in his response to that \-lord, might join with them in 
their enterprise of 'faith-seeking understanding' and their mission of 
witness to the world in word and deed. (22) 

The Christian educator must help his studen~s appropriate the word of 

God and internalize it. "When, biblically, men were led to perceive that 

God was at work for their salvation, revelation was completed by the per

ceptjon of the meaning or God's activity in their experience." (23) This 

statement is significant because what is really being said here is that long 

before God's people ha.d the .canonized word formalized they had to .deal with,,,. 

a kind of "hermeneutics of experience", that is, an interpretation of God's 

"'ord as passed on by oral tradition and as it was being formed within their 

living experience. The meaning of biblical revelation is translated into 

ex:perience and learned there as experience ,is interpreted, 
' 

When we think of the reception of Godts word, we also think of the 

hermeneutical question. Heinrich Ott, successor to Karl Barth, states that 

the nature of theology as a whole is hermeneutical and, indeed, that th0oloc,y 

is really hermeneutic, (24) Wha.t he means by 'hermeneutic' has more to do 
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with the act of understanding and interpreting the :Sible than a techniquo or 

theory. Ott uses the philosophical categories of Heidegger where landua{;'e 

is viewed as "the house of beihg", as the response to being's unveiling 

itself thru man's thinking. 

Gerhard Ebeli~g ancl ErnstiFuchs, continuing Bultmann's concern for tho 

problem of communication, place an equal emphasis on the function of \vords, 

o~t~e "word-event". They are proponents of what is called the "ne'\-i her

meneutic". In the new hermeneutic"the accent falls upon the reality 

communicated in existential understanding. The word of God functioning 

hermeneutically ••• is identical with the true intention of the text. Theological 
(25) 

hermeneutic is therefore identical with the word event, the happeninG of faith."" 

In the light of this deep concern about hermeneutics, it would appear that 

the Christian educator needs to be well on his, way to investigating the 

relationship of hermeneutics to imparting the word. 

III 

We have finally arrived at a point where it now seems feasible to deal 

with the .main issue of this paper: the relationship that hermeneutics has to 

imparting the word to people of the black experience in America. At the 

beginning of this paper we listed three basic assumptions. But there are 

also some hidden assumptions. 

First, black people in America have been singled out for this discussion 

because they have suffered in ~ manner that has no parallel in history and they 

have suffered at the hands of people who were and still are in the process 

of t)leir Christian education.Thus, for the .black man, Ghrist ian education 

may very well be a moot question if it is exclusively identified with tho · 

'"' Christian education of white people in Ame~~ca. Secondl~, we are dofinin~ 

imparting the word as Christian education. Although "it is not the t·rhole 

purpose of Christian eduoation to teach the content and meaning of the Bible" 

(26),' revela~ion and. interpretation must be at the center of the
1
Christian's 
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educational activity. 

For the baack Christian, revelation and interpretation has been at the 

center of his educational activity. But this did not begin as an educational 

endeavor rooted in intellectualism, The black man in slavery v1as in no 

position to deal with the intellectual aspects of hermeneutics, specifically, 

or of protestantism, in general. The Methodist and Baptist traditions 

relied less on intellectualism, was more app:~ealing to the black nan. s 

this imply that the early black church in America had. no hermeneutical prob-

1 lem. Not at all. :Biblical history is more than an area of analytical in-

vestigation. It is also a relevatory medium and as such it must d.eal ;.ri th · 

continuing patterns o£ human response to the revelation of God. Both the 

scholar and the unschooled believer are opeti to this response. There was 

and still is a black hermeneutic and it has great significance to the study 

of hermeneutics. 

This leads us into assumption two: the black experience in America 

has significance for the study of hermeneutics. The black man ,.,as not ready 

to deal with the intellectual aspects of Christianity at the expense of 

having his dehumanizing condition justified by the white church. Neither 

was he able to deal with his existential condition in the light of the 

word that was imparted. The white man presented a liberating message to 

a people who he was systematically oppressing and dehumanizing. Certainly 

the black man was able to see that the white man's interpretation of the 

word did not lend itself to .the black plight. Therefore, the black church, 

out o.f intellectual honesty and Christian imperative, presented a message 

that called for "Racial unity forfreedom and equal~ty". (27) Does the 
I . 

existential condition determine a people's /hermeneutical and theoloGical 

perspective? Not exlusively, If it did, we .would be placing the exist~ntial 

c.ondi tion above a God who acta .in and thru his tory, and people who are 

responding positively to the. word or God cannot do that. 'l'heir 
1
theoloc;y 
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must be interwoven into their existential comli tion and their God must 

be big enough to reign supreme over all. This was the very theme of the 

Negro spirituals and black preaching: A God who was able. Thus, the bl8.ck 

man, as well as the Israelite, had a hermeneutic and a theology rooted 
I ' 

securely in their historical situation. vlhat we are now sayinc is that 

classical hermeneutics as presented by the hi:storical-cri tical Rchool, does 

not speak to the condition of the black man in America as does the new 

hermeneutic. Man needs.to respond to the word of God wherever it touches 

him and by doing so, he must try to understand what it is saying to his 

human condition. A formal style of hermeneutics is meaningless to an 

oppressed people unless that style allows for imparting the word in a 

manner wqere racial unity, equality and freedom cries out from each text. 

This is why Barth might well be considered a theologian for the black man. 

His approach came at a time when men were disillusioned by the emptiness 

of liberalism and the actuality of a world at war. Reason and objectivism 

had failed man as it had failed the black man who was untimely snatched from 

his beloved shores of Africa. For Barth revelation came down like a shooting 

star amidst God's people. For the black man, revelation also came that 

dramatically. The white man had transmitted to the black man a God lvho 

wanted the black man to stay in his place while on earth, but who vrould 

be delivered from all pain and sorrow "in the sweet by-and-by". Robbed of 

their father-figUres, black pe~ple heard clearly those texts that dpalt with 

the fatherhood of God.. Oppressed by the plantation master, the black· man 

heard and unders,tood more sharply than other believers the higher cost of 

following the Master of the gospel stories •; ', Although presented with the 
I 

eschatological hope• ther soon perceived:the New Testament message that 

no man knotV's the hour of the Lord's coming• therefore, the believer had to 

gird himself for battle and .righteous living in this world. The black 

condi t·ton cried out <,for a. new he~meneutic, one in which the voice of God 
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could be heard speaking to the the opprerwed and calling them 1ib-::ratinc 

actions. Could it be that the ne\·1 hermeneutic of Ebeling and 'Fuchs is 

an extension of the black hermeneutic? For these men it is the sacred 

and profane "word'' that give meaning to man•s existence and makes it 

possible for man to grasp "the only one reality, and that is the reality 

of r..od manifest thru Christ in the real! ty or the \vorld." (28) The black 

man,~more than any other man, has been forcibly touched by the sacred and 

the profanel. word. The· profane word dehumanized the black man; the sacred 
., 
' word restored his humanity thru his faith. According to Ebeling, our 

true hum~mity is realized only in faith. (29) This understanding '\vas lost 

by the white racist Christian in America. It was rediscovered by the 

burcl.ened. black man who led us to the understanding that the hermeneutical 

problem is more than a reflection on theortical principles or practical rules 

for interpreting a text. The new hermeneutic concerns all manifestations 

of reality and involves a total understanding of human existence and faith. 

The third and final assumption is that imparting the word, and more 

specifically, preaching, has been the cornerstone of the Christian education 

of black people. There was a time when hermeneutics related more directly 

to the art of preaching, and it still does but not in the old-style, re-

stricted manner. However, it is in preaching, the proclamation of God's 

word, the kgcypa, that the hermeneutical perspective reaches its highest 

possib_ility because effective preaching ought to bring into focus the 

sacred and the profane word, and by so doing, men oue-ht to be moved to\.;ards 

4' greater liberation, meaning, and fulfillment, This is what preaching 

did for the black man, and it was not prea9hing based on a keen exegeting 
j, 

of Scripture. I refer you· to Benjamin 1 ,g May t s, The Negro 1 s God, for a close 

loak at black preaching and praying. In the various passages cited you 

will see the black preacher. dealing with the hermeneutical task in a manner 

that affirms his existence, It is significant that the same Germany that 
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gave rise to many of the modern hermeneutical giants of the histmrical-

critical school also aave rise to Nazism. 

What does history say about imparting the word as the cornerstone 

of Christian education? Christian education patterns must reflect v1hat 

God's people are hearing from his word. It has reflected. this thru history. 

In the biblical period the Israelites could not possibly have interpreted 
• 

God •_e word in the Post-exilic period as they had done in the Pre-exilic. 

The partristio, medieaval, reformation and modern perimds of the seventeenth 

century thrU:hthe present each spoke to the hermeneutical task in its own way 

and gave. direction to the mode of Christ.ian education. 

The black man, in his peculiar "Sit~ in Leben", had to hear a God 

who coul~ speak above the hyprocisy an~shallowness of the white Christian 

master. 11ay' s speaks to this point when he says: 

Unlike that of many people, the Negro's incredulity, frustration, 
a~nostioism, and atheism do not develop as the results of the findings 
of modern science for from the observation that nature is cruel and 
indifferent; but primarily because in the social situation, he finds 
himself hampered and restricted. It is not surprising, therefore, that 
the Negro group has produced great preachers lmt fe1v theolocians. 'rhe 
Negro is not interested in fine theological or philosophical discussions 
about God. He is interested in a God who is able to help him bridge 
the chasm that-exits between the actual and the ideal. (30) 

Is this, in fact, the task of the Christian educator, black or white: 

helping God's children bridge the gap between the actual and the ideal; 

between the word and the deed? 

It is the black preacher and the black mother, steeped in tthe true 

meaning of Christian nurture• who have been God's leading hermeneutical 
.A.~ 

agents in America. What they have ~ has been in the style of symbolic 

and poetic modes of thought. The validity,o£ this style as a medium for 
.:_/ 
I 

God's revelation has been the work of form and literary critics. The 

black hermeneutic.al agent caught a glimpse of the new hermeneutic before 

it was academically formali~ed and in so doing, gave validity to the 

a~sumptions of thispaper. 
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